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The Mathematical Corporation: Where Machine Intelligence and Human Ingenuity Achieve the Impossible (PublicAffairs; June 6, 2017), by Booz Allen machine intelligence experts Joshua Sullivan and Angela Zutavern, is the first book to show business leaders how to compete in this new era: by combining the mathematical smarts of machines with the intellect of visionary leaders.
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Top Takeaways from The Mathematical Corporation The Mathematical Corporation Where Machine Intelligence and Human Ingenuity Achieve the Impossible 1st Edition By: Joshua Sullivan; Angela Zutavern and Publisher PublicAffairs (UK). Save up to 80% by choosing the eBook option for ISBN: 9781610397886, 1610397894. The print version of this textbook is ISBN: 9781610397896, 1610397894.

Here are some of the most compelling takeaways from The Mathematical Corporation, which was written by business leaders and the Machine Intelligence team at Booz Allen.